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House Committee on Consumer Protection & Commerce
HB1362, HOI (HSCR186)

RELATIN"G TO GENETIC COuNSELORS
Wednesday, February 18,2009

2:00pm
To the Honorable Chair Robert N. Herkes, Vice Chair Glenn Wakai, and Members of the House Committee on
Consumer Protection & Commerce:
suppon HB 1362, HD I (HSCR186) relating w the professionallicensnre of Genetic Counselors in the State of
Hawaii.
I am a G"netic Counselor who has been worki.ng in the State of Hawaii for nearly ~even years, I am ill strong
support of Genetic Counselor licensure. I believe that licensure will not only assist in recognition and
reimbursement of our profession, but also ensure high level quality services to the people of Hawaii, and efficient
use of health care dollars.
My initial iDterest in, and attraction to, the field of Genetic Counseling stemmed from what 1 viewed as an

opportunity ti) work with and servC variDils individuals who have, or are at risk for, rare conditions that may have a
basis. My goal was (and still is) to make a difference in the lives of these individuals and families" by
eOLI ca~mg them, helping them with difficuit decisions, and providing them with emotional support.
Through my time to date as a Genetic C01illselor, I have learned that the field of Genetic Counseling is far broader
than I had first envisioned. Conditions with a genetic component, I have learned, are far from rare. In fact, many
common conditions, induding cancer, heart disease and diabetes, have genetic componems. WhaT this means is that
!nany individuals and families benefit from consultation with a GeneTic Counselor -l1Qtjust the rare few as r had
firsr ""'''!',La.
Ivledicine is a booming field: deYelopment~ lind new discoveries are coming out at faster and faster rates. And
cerlanllY, within the field of medicine, geneti.cs is one of the most rapidly growing areas. A, a result, more and more
will be impacted by genetics. Unfortunately, whaT also COmes with exciting developments is the potential for
misuse or misinterpretation of genetic information, Thus, it is crucial that a standard be set so that the people of
Hawaii will be ensured accurate infonnation from the highly trained and motivated professionals that Genetic
Counselors are. In addition. licensure will help w ensure [he security ofthi, profession, and move away from its
vu.lneratiility due current lack of billing for our services. It is vital tha~ Genetic Counselor~ be available lO serve the
current and upcoming needs of our population,

Genetic Counselor licensure will support the high quality and qualificatIOns of Genetic Counselors, and will ellsure
level quality services to our population, and efficient use of health CllIe dollars.
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony in support of HB j 362, HDl (HSCR186).

Allison
ShykowsR, MS, COC
Certified Genetic Counselor
HorloJul.u, HI

FAX:808 5855096
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